Bradley Kenyon
A front-end developer with a background in design and a penchant for simplifying user experiences.

Experience
& Education

FREELANCE PRESENT

Working independently. Producing full-stack design and development, UX and strategic
consultation, and printed materials for client and personal projects.
DIGITAL TELEPATHY MAR 2012 – SEPT 2015

Front-end developer at Digital Telepathy. Lead project-based development teams, produced front-end code for websites and web apps, and participated in UX, strategic, and
visual design consultation for varied client accounts and internal projects.
RIOTLABEL DESIGN GROUP MAR 2009 – SEPT 2009

Co-founder, designer, and front-end developer at Riotlabel Design Group. Lead design,
front-end development, and maintenance of client websites.
CUSTOM WEB APPS NOV 2008 – MAR 2009

Front-end designer and developer at Custom Web Apps. Designed, developed frontend code, and maintained client websites.
GRAPHIC DESIGN, BS JUNE 2008

Studied Graphic Design at Pacific Union College

Specialties

TRANSLATING DESIGN

Often serving as a liaison between design and the rest of the world, my background
in design helps me foster communication between the two. I excel when working with
designers and conveying the intent behind design thought.
STRATEGIC THINKING

The story doesn’t begin or end simply with writing code. Equally comfortable in front of
a whiteboard or a keyboard, I’m especially adept at understanding the bigger objectives and concepting wholistic solutions.
FRONT-END ARCHITECTURE & DEVELOPMENT

Before committing a single line, I have a knack for selecting the right suite of front-end
technologies to meet today’s goals and ease tomorrow’s maintenance. And my comfort
with those technologies allows me to handle everything from minor copy updates to
creating custom parallax libraries.
RAMPANT CURIOSITY

As a friend of new ideas, I’m always excited to learn about and try a new language,
tool, or way of thinking about a problem. This has also produced a broad spectrum of
personal knowledge that I can draw from to help solve problems.

Tools &
Technologies

Contact

HTML, HTML templating systems (HAML, Jade, ERB, etc...), CSS, SCSS, JavaScript,
jQuery, Node.js, NPM, Bower, Gulp, Grunt, React, Ruby, Middleman, Ruby on Rails,
Sinatra, PHP, WordPress, DRY and modular code, Object-oriented programming,
Command line, Git, GitHub, Adobe Creative Cloud app suite, InVision, Sublime Text

CONTACT

To contact me, please send an email to: b@bradleykenyon.com
REFERENCES

References available by request.
PORTFOLIO

To learn more and see some examples of my work, please visit my portfolio online:
http://bradleykenyon.com

